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Mar 22, 2016 . Author Ally Condie is best-known for her Matched trilogy, a futuristic love . I do get a lot of emails from
readers that say, Please turn this into a movie! . So at age 12, they crazily put me in charge of my younger brother.. Jun 23, 2017
. Matched by Ally Condie. . Eisley and her mother appeared together in the movie Headspace . He has always enjoyed movies
of all types.. the book trailer for MATCHED premieres!! 10.20.2010 . Cant wait 4 the second book crossed is there a trailer??//
. Wish there was a CROSSED tour IN GREAT BRITAIN!!!!!! or in the UK would be better xx . 2014 (12). November (1).. Sep
21, 2010 . As most of you know, there are still a LOT LOT LOT of things that have to line up for the movie to actually be
made, so fingers crossed. But it's.. Matched, by Ally Condie, is the first novel in the Matched trilogy. The novel is a dystopian
young . happened in the last 12 hours, though it is revealed that it has no effect on some people, like Xander and Ky. . In
September 2010, Disney purchased the film rights to the Matched trilogy, before the book had been released.. Mar 8, 2012 - 3
min - Uploaded by FrankenkatieThis is a book trailer my friends and I made for the 2012 English Quest competition. We didn't
.. 12 discussion posts. allison said: If you guys hear anything about the movie, post it here., Deleted . Matched will be an
adaptation of the novel by Ally Condie.. Nov 27, 2012 . Ally Condie recently released Reached the third and final book in the
Matched trilogy. Now it's time to talk about Matched the movie which is in.. Feb 24, 2013 . My Dream Cast for Matched Series
By Ally Condie which is being made into a movie by Disney and Offspring Entertainment A Must Read Book.. . with David
Slade to direct Matched, an adaptation of the Ally Condie young-adult novel. . September 5, 2012 12:07pm . Matched Movie
David Slade Director. 7d3e207860
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